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Answers for how are you today

How is your work today answer. Answers for how are you doing today. How r u today answer. Answers for how are you feeling today. How's today answer. How are u today answer.
With excess work and poorly paid. If it were better, it would be illegal. I have heard several opinions: What is yours? Armed and voila! My lawyer says I don't have to answer that question. Better than some, not as good as others. It was fine until you asked. But half of the time is a nightmare. Maybe some days are lucky enough to find out. They told
me they would ask me that. I would say that I am a [insert number here] of 10. (I feel you, friend). What happens with all the questions? What are saying about me? Okay, since my name was not in today's obituaries. I'm not sure how to answer that!?! Strange and making more strange. Doing well, unless you intend to shoot me. Please do not wake up.
Do not wake me up. The best I can be. Vertical and breathing. (Wait, what?!) Improves with every minute that passes. But dead inside. Great answers to an old question. Return to the fine or ok or one of those conditioned responses. "Hey, look there!" [*Punch to the person in the throat*] (Remember the children, don't try this at home.) Groovy! Well,
I have this eruption in my left buttock. It could be worse. Mentally? :) (Large smile) GM on May 19, 2018: Instead of asking someone the threshing "How are you"? Say "I hope you are doing well." It could be a payment day. Average. It is also an expression of good positive will towards the person with whom you are talking. I can tell my teacher that
you know what I mean a little more educated, but Futtreekeys on January 20, 2018: Light and Fun. Are you a police? I promised me to kill the next Who asked me that question, but I like you, I will let you live. So I can show Santa what I want for Christmas this year on March 16, 2019: the person still breathes in the comments on March 14, 2019: two
steps from being hit by a train. Jonny or March 8, 2019: The Things that matters to me. Who knows, you may be able to bring a conversation to a more interesting address. What to say instead of "good" in some place between Better and Best. Lol) better now that I am talking to you. It's not so good, but I plan to lie at my press conference. Rolling with
the blows. I don't feel great, but my hair looks increase, truth? It is a secret. So I can show Santa what I want for Christmas this year on April 10, 2019: Sã. Jamie on March 20, 2019: I am hanging there as a hair in a cookie. Ben on March 19, 2019: OK. It would be better if I could get a photo of yours. My psychiatrist told me not to discuss it with
strange ones. Everything is fine for you. (Dilo as if you were receiving a compliment even if it is not S doing? "With luck (then guiã ± o) Mutebi Shafik on April 22, 2020: I would collect something that on April 12, 2020: once? ? Evan Clarke on February 25, 2020: Here are some of my answers: walk, talk, breathe. What happens? Not worse than before.
That the next. David on February 1, 2020: How are this maib? Me: vertical and ventilatingdavid on February 1, 2020: How have you been? to ask. I always say it with a smile and joke, always laugh well. I will leave it to your imagination. (This makes no sense, but it is fun). Not so well, does it bother you? (Woah there, it seems that he had not paid
attention). Living a dream. No one listens anyway. Happy as a mestizo dog chasing a three -legged cat. Lightsaver13 on December 12, 2019: I need more. There is a lot of space. Intelligent and unique responses to "How are you?" To answer the question, I need to take about ten years back. I will know when I resolve it. Good option when you don't feel
like talking much. A person on November 5, 2018: I need to show my friends! LOL! As on October 1, 2018: ¡¡¡ Halima on September 24, 2018: Nice asked on September 23, 2018: What is this "if it were better, should be twins and the world is not ready for that?" Or "fantastic, but I will overcome it "Nosherwan on September 11, 2018: This publication
just rejoiced! Thank you! Kelly Quick Timmreck on August 6, 2018: Losing my mind trying to find my soul. 07, 2018: I am ready to throw myself in the sun. Dying. I could really go for a massage. So the whole day! First you go to compare. Just hug me and give it in that. As well as the linen hair of a maiden. Cheeky Kid is a cybernetic that spends a lot
of time sailing on the web, grabbing infinite information and delighting entertainment and diversion. Canvabest "How are you?" Answers Hello, how are you? I would be to answer that question with a simple "I'm fine, thank you." Humans are very complex creatures, but we are also creatures of Hã ¡bito who say one. The thing when we refer to

another. "Well" is a murderer Bored conversation. Half well. What happens passes I blessed! Watch better than I deserve! SHHH. Living the dream ... Oh terrible, but I am used to it. I get a "A" for effort,? What a impertinent question to ask a girl [or boy]! Living a dream. Oh, stop it, tãº. Brilliant! They give February 17, 2019: Pretty Fly for a White
Guyena on February 9, 2019: Good question more good question, next question. Cheyenne on January 27, 2019: "Never better", let them ask if you were seriously or simply sarcal. : "Former. It could be better. I am smiling! With these answers. I am quite sure that I am not obliged to tell you. How do you think I am? â „I am completely prepared for the
end of the world. In comparison with what? In some place between Blah and Meh. The café of the maib yet Say] "Of course, that could be my antidepressant recipe that speaks." Oh, you know, every day is better than the next. I hope this status quo persists for the rest of the day. The world said he would live. (I'm sure he's). I guess, I guess. I'm sober!
(Felicitations!) On a scale of one to hit someone in their face? Socio -economic? I still don't there. . Going great. Ingenious responses for "How are you?" Textsi'm Better of what it was, but not as good as I will be. I liked it a lot. Remembering to be patient. Do I have to answer? I can't complain. Great, but I'm totally How much, thank you. (What are
you, a steak?) Very good so far, but there is still time for everything to go terribly badly. Do you want an honest response or the one you expected? (Hahaha. Treating not to explode in the halls. In bed? Holy shit, can you see me? I can not complain! that I have an air in the air and infect me with some paths. Navigating the turns and turns of life. Anon
on September 8, 2020: impressive - and thanks for all the fish to 42 Galaxy Book - jiagerthe unknown in 19 August 2020: There are no complaints, as well as I can Beclive Cussler on July 28, 2020: Just Peachyolamide on July 15, 2020: Bless God as sweets on July 12, 2020: '' S? '' I am very nice and beautiful, what happens with ULEX on July 7, 2020?
Spread how do you think I am? Xiya on June 26, 2020: Hey, how are you ...? It is too complicated that to answer, Lazyroter on June 11, 2020: to say if someone says (you are ugly) Someone: you are ugly: for your information, it is very tightened that you cannot photoshop your own feajen on June 10, 2020 : My friend: how I are: * I cut it * how are you!
My friend: ... hehe this will have to think about saying Xdkylie Slaughter on June 5, 2020: How are you? Much better (pauses) ... like tãº, but better. Is Friday yet? Not today, Satanã! Coquetas answers to "How are you?" Increasingly handsome. [*Look only*] That is a really wonderful question. At least there is a lot of space to improve! I am quite being
at this time. Living the So what? How am I ... I don't know? (Jajaja! Financially? You can join Mã. Do you really care? I am ready for a nap. Better answers for "How are you?" I am sure you have that information on your screen. Better than the majority of the people. How much will I pay me if I tell you? Asking me how are you. Read 100 flirtatious
answers to "How are you?" or "What happens?" For more ideas. How do I answer "how are you?" When it's not fine, I'm still sucking air. I listen to good things, but you should never listen to rumors. My sister and Mã happened so far before seeing this página: how much time do you have? Does an adjective? ¡¡‰ ras once ... Will you tell you the story?
Interesting in knowing how are you! Now look good! (Saying them with anger) distant (thoughtful) give me to guess again! How are you? Shhhhhh, go to sleep. It is not fantastic, not terrible, only average. Sã. It is too early to say it. But thanks for asking :) "Jasmine on January 4, 2019: I am Groot !!! Emily on December 5, 2018: I frequently answer"
How are you? (This will definitely keep them guessing). Better, it would be. I'm not sure yet. Better inside what I look outside. To take my own business into account? [*Gibberish speaks*] its attempt at social interaction is recognized. Better than nothing. [*Applaud your hands*] Next question, please. Better now that you asked. (Said quietly) Violet on
June 24, 2019: Person: How are you? You: Do not do it, ask my therapist. That is not a question, but the person who was requested can answer if she wants. Unlike what? The word on the street is that I am really good. Well, I'm still alive. I hope yours is a straight path. Funny. Ways to answer the question "How are you?" Donald Giannatti through
Canvawhat to say instead of "good" or "good" I have no way of knowing. I am as happy as a tick in a big and fat dog. Great. , star, fantastic ... nice and dandy dandy Azãºcar cotton. Bit. It would be better if you invited me out. Assuming that you are also your best. My being "is not bad for an old crazy lady" Bertha on September 2, 2019: someone: how
are you today? Me: still breathing, so I must be fine. Jae on August 16, 2019: If someone asked me "How" how do you "answer" yesterday I was wad Wheskagejbod On July 2, 2019: 1 foot in the grave, the other in a plot of Planka! Anton Lorien. July 1, 2019: This page was like hitting the fat prize, love so many answers so many answers great. These
are answers to what are you? I am? What do you want? How do you dare! What questions? Do you think I'm doing? Are you very much? Living a life of denial and rage suppressed. Unless the weather has different plans in the store. Ummm ... still very bad. My blood to try that. I have a pulse, so I must be fine. Happy and happy, thank you. Dancing to
the rhythm of life. hahaha I love you. How am I now? Hunting dragon. You may try some of these :) (AH, the pessimist forever). Surprising answers to the same old boring question I am trying to avoid ambiguous questions at this time. (And then you just look at them) Newf on July 5, 2018: am I retiring today? I am busy discovering. It could be better
... Tye? (Where Dangerously near Fabulous. Horrible, now that I have met you. If I had a tail, the wicked. (This is so trivial trivial A few moments are needed for humor to sink.) Do not know, you tell me. I think I'm fine. You do not want to know. This is very fun! Kelly K on December 7, 2019: fine as Frog Hairsimon Wattie on December 7, 2019: can we
start with a favile question? Victor on November 19, 2019: My favorite response is "standal I'm". Audrey Hunt de Pahrump NV on November 8, 2019: I had no idea that all these options were available for Mã. (It is still of making the conversation unlocked!) It is not bad. This could be rude, so I used with causation). I have been going through some
ridges and channels in my life. Under renewal. My mom will surely pay enough memekdmsksk on June 23, 2019: how to answer "How are you so far? On June 18, 2019: if I was doing better, no one could endure me! Linda on the 18th of June 2019: What do you know not ?: ______ But this will also pass. RJ on April 16, 2019: Ok. I would be better if I
could get a photo of yours. I will know as soon as I get the result. Clearly cloudy. . Actually, "how are you?" "It could be more than a simple question", it could be an excellent way to start an interesting conversation! If you are the type of person who is fed up with The old, so and half responses, that list is for you! Simply choose any of these responses
to breathe fresh air in your mundane conversations . (This is a good response to the nervous and catch them on duty). Much better now that you are here. Do you have a moment? Imagining me having a fabulous vacation. Is it all stable at the end? Not as
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